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Detection of 100+ protein targets with CosMx Spatial Molecular Imager
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52 additional markers, including 8 custom markers, can be added to commercial CosMx 64plex 
Human Immuno-Oncology Protein Panel 
Expansion of Cancer Marker content

Validation of 100+ plex assay
Protein readouts are consistent as plex size increases:  

CosMx Protein works across di�erent tissue types
One slide, 12 di�erent tissue types, 119-plex
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The order of detection does not a�ect signals detected:

Shared content between
data collected from 
51plex & 117plex experiments
R = 0.98

Data collected from 
two 117plex experiments
with reversed detection order 
R = 0.98

Spatial characterization of Monocyte/Macrophage lineage cells

Single-cell spatial data captures rare events

CosMxTM single-cell protein data 
captures M1 and M2 macrophages 
phagocytosing the same dead cell 
(< 20 occurrences among a total of 
436,170 cells).
Macrophages are seen interacting 
with a dendritic cell (CD11c+ 
HLA-DRA+), perhaps to transfer     
antigens.
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Macrophages are highly plastic cells consisting of a spectrum of activation states, where M1 and M2 represents the spectrum 
of activation states. Here, we characterize the expression signatures of M1, M2, and of cells in M1-M2 transitional states 
(M1/M2).  
  M1 is de�ned as CD68+ HLA-DRA++ CD163- cells and M2 is de�ned as CD68+ HLA-DRA- CD163++ cells.
 M1/M2 cells are CD68+ HLA-DRA+ CD163+.

CD45+ CD11b+ CD14+ Monocyte/macrophage 
lineage cells (MMLCs) are sub-categorized into:
 CD16- CD14++ Classical Monocytes
 CD16+ CD14++ Intermediate Monocytes
 CD16+ CD14+ Non-classical Monocytes

Spatial single-cell data enables proximity analysis, which 
suggests high frequencies of spatial proximity between 
intermediate and non-classical monocytes. Spatial 
interactions between B cells and myeloid dendritic cells 
are also detected.

Spatial correlation analysis among MMLC subtypes

CD45

Di�erential expression analysis identi�es 
components of signaling pathways

that di�erentiates M1, M2, and M1/M2 transitional cellsVolcano plot highlighting proteins that are 
di�erentially expressed by M1 and M2 macrophages
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Discover: heterogeneity of macrophage subsets and their signatures
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Highlights

  AtoMx Spatial Informatics Platform integrates on-instrument data collection and cloud-based, 
AI-powered analysis in a seamless fashion.
  AtoMx SIP provides precon�gured bioinformatic pipelines which enables researchers to gain 
insights into their single-cell protein data with ease.
  AtoMx SIP enables interactive data visualization: Visual representation of data can be explored 
and analyzed directly within the visualization itself, empowering researchers to make data-driven  
predictions and decisions.
  CosMx Spatial Molecular Imager is capable of pro�ling over 100 protein markers in a single  
tissue sample
  Combining CosMx commercial 64-plex Human Immuno-Oncology Protein Panel with 51          
additional cancer markers reveals the complex topography of the tumor microenvironment.
  CosMx SMI enables deep, single-cell spatial phenotyping of  tumor-associated monocyte/     
macrophage lineage cells (MMLCs).
  CosMx SMI ‘s single-cell spatial data allows researchers to capture rare biological phenonema 
and potentially discover novel cell types.

Higher plex enables protein pro�ling with more granularity 
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AtoMx SIP enables users to perform image analysis & data visualization, utilize scalable cloud compute and storage, 
and collaborate globally with researchers across the globe. 
 AtoMx Spatial Informatics Platform (SIP) is a cloud-based, fully-integrated informatics platform for spatial biology.

 No coding experience is required to use AtoMx SIP. Researchers can analyze and visualize spatial multiomics data with 
ease while utilizing NanoString-con�gured analysis modules and pipelines. For researchers with computational experience, 
custom analysis modules and pipelines can e�ortlessly be created and executed all while leveraging the compute power of 
the cloud.

AtoMx Spatial Informatics Platform

Cloud storage of all your data and analysis results 

With advanced 
analytics enabling 

global data sharing 
and collaboration, 

 AtoMx SIP helps 
researchers analyze 

large amounts of 
spatial multiomics 

data anytime, 
anywhere.
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Unsupervised Single-cell Typing with InsituType
consistently identi�es immune subtypes and demonstrates improved capability to di�erentiate tumor subtypes

117 targets  |  range = free
optimal n = 30
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64 targets  |  range = free
optimal n = 19

117 targets  |  range = restricted
n = 19

Initial Data

Quality Control
Flag unreliable cells based on segmented 
cell area, negative probe expression, and 

high/low target expression.

Normalization
1. Background subtraction

2. Reduce technical artifacts 
3. Data transformation

PCA
 Provide an orthogonally constrained 

dimensional reduction analysis of the data 
across all cells. Provide input for UMAP.

Neigborhood Network
 Provide an orthogonally constrained 

dimensional reduction analysis of the data 
across all cells as an input for UMAP analysis

UMAP
Visualize single-cell data to identify clusters 
of related cells which may be from the same 

lineage.

Leiden Clustering
Unsupervised clustering method used to 

identify groups of cells based on how 
similar they are in a graph structure.

Spatial Expression Analysis
Identify genes which have a spatial distrib-

tion that is non-uniform/autocorrelated 
throughout a tissue.

Cell Typing
 CELESTA algorithm performs cell typing 

using each cell's marker expression pro�le 
and  spatial information.

Cell Type Co-localization
Examine the tendency of di�erent cell types 

to be located near each other.

Identify Marker Genes
Identify marker genes associated with each 

cell type or cluster previously identi�ed 
within a dataset

Neighborhood Analysis
Identify distinct cellular neighborhood 
clusters based on cell type composition 

across tissue.

Spatial Network
Create a network or graph structure of the 

physical distribution of cells.

Perform bioinformatic and statistical analyses with precon�gured modules and data analysis pipelines
 Custom analysis is possible: Edit pre-built modules and pipelines OR build custom modules and pipelines to analyze 
spatial data to �t your needs.

Custom: Boxplot
Create boxplot of any statistics for 

single-cell metadata

Custom: Export
Export all data and analysis results
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landscape

General immune 
composition

Cellular processes

Addition of cancer content maps the tumor topology at higher resolution

Molecular signaling

Immune subtype 
characterization

Tissue sample info: FFPE Lung squamous cell carcinoma 
(Grade G3, TNM: T3N0M0) 

Single-cell
segmentation & typing

Dynamic and interactive single-cell data visualization
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User can freely interact with single-cell data to interrogate biological phenotypes
Secretory epithelium that makes up prostate glands

Fibromuscular stroma in human prostate

Protein spatial localization displays along side data visualization
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All CosMx Protein antibodies undergo extensive antibody validation to ensure high quality data

Intrument-to-instrument Slide-to-slide Automated/Manual

Individual unconjugated 
Ab screen with DAB

Individual conjugated Ab 
screen using DAB

Multi-plex conjugated Ab 
pathologist review with 
CosMx data

Quantitative evaluation: 
Sensitivity and Speci�city 
analyses

>90% speci�city 
>85% sensitivity 
compared to orthogonal datasets from 
GeoMx® Digital Spatial Pro�ler
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CosMx 64-plex Human Immuno-Oncology Protein Panel
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The CosMx Spatial Molecular Imaging platform uses automated �uidics and imaging to hybridize and 
visualize 16 sets of four �uorescent reporters, enabling protein imaging of 64 di�erent antibodies.

The CosMx Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) is an FFPE-compatible, single-cell imaging platform

Analysis

Methods

 Detecting and analyzing large numbers of proteins using whole-slide imaging is critical for a comprehensive picture of 
immune response to cancer. Many existing approaches for high-plex proteomics face issues around simplicity, speed, scalability, 
and big data analysis. Here, we present an integrated work�ow from sample preparation through downstream analysis that         
addresses many key concerns around high plex proteomics. The CosMxTM Spatial Molecular Imager (SMI) and AtoMxTM Spatial 
Informatics Platform (SIP) comprise of a turnkey, end-to-end work�ow that e�ciently handles highly multiplex protein analysis at 
plex sizes exceeding 110 targets. We demonstrate an extension of our commercially available 64-plex human immuno-oncology 
panel to higher numbers of targets and show how the cloud computing-enabled AtoMxTM SIP allows �exible construction of        
analytic pipelines for cell typing and spatial analyses. 

 The CosMx protein assay uses antibodies conjugated with oligonucleotides, which are detected using universal, multi-analyte 
CosMx readout reagents. The CosMx Human Immuno-oncology panel was optimized to comprehensively pro�le lymphoid and 
stromal lineages within the tumor microenvironment as well as markers of cancer signaling and progression. Each CosMx SMI     
antibody was validated on multi-organ FFPE tissue microarrays covering prevalent solid tumor types with matched controls, and 
52 human FFPE cell lines, including overexpression lines for key targets such as GITR, CD278, PD-L1, and PD-1. CosMx SMI uses a 
deep learning algorithm to segment whole cells and a semi-supervised algorithm to classify cell types.  The AtoMx SIP provides full 
analysis support, including a whole-slide image viewer, and methods for performing built-in or fully customizable analyses for cell 
typing, ligand-receptor analysis, neighborhood analysis, and spatial di�erential expression. 

 Within the cancer sample pro�led, we demonstrate that the 100+plex protein panel with the expanded cancer content maps 
the tumor landscape with superior details without compromising reproducibility in the immune context. Spatial single-cell data 
output allows us to trace the expression of any marker to any given cell. Here, we report in-depth proteomic pro�ling across        
di�erent myeloid cell populations and perform spatial proximity analysis.  We also characterize the expression signatures of M1, 
M2, and cells in M1-M2 transitional states (M1/M2).  Notably, we are able to detect rare cellular events using CosMx SMI. 

 CosMx Spatial Molecular Imager is a high-plex spatial multi-omics platform that enables detection of more than 110 proteins 
at subcellular resolution in real-world FFPE tissues. The extensibility of the CosMx protein assay to large numbers of protein targets 
and our �exible, scalable bioinformatic platform provides a straightforward and robust solution for comprehensive immune      
phenotyping with full spatial context.
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